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Ingredients of cosmetics
Cosmetics ingredients come from a variety of 
sources but, unlike the ingredients of food, are often 
not considered by most consumers. Cosmetics often 
use vibrant colors that are derived from some 
unexpected sources, ranging from crushed insects 
to rust. Many new techniques have allowed 
manufacturers to synthesize such colors; the use of 
animal products has been reduced, due in large part 
to the efforts of Beauty Without Cruelty, PETA and 
other groups, though not eliminated.



• Cosmetics in a variety of forms date back to 
early civilizations, with the need to improve ones 
personal appearance being an important factor 
in attracting a mate. Over the years the 
ingredients have changed dramatically as we 
discovered how to manufacture our own scents 
and cosmetic formulas. The realization of the 
dangers of many common ingredients also 
greatly affected the growing industry.





Types of cosmetics
Foundation

Women of Roman Britain used a foundation made 
from animal fat, starch and tin oxide. Today 
foundations come in a wide variety of formulas and 
finishes, most are either water, silicone, or mineral 
based. Foundations on today's market come in 
cream, liquid, pressed powder, loose powder, or 
mineral form. They also come in different finishes 
such as matte or satin depending upon the desired 
look.



Perfume

Islamic cultures contributed significantly in the development of 
western perfumery Islamic cultures contributed significantly in the 
development of western perfumery in both perfecting the extraction 
of fragrances through steam distillation and introducing new, raw 
ingredients. Both of the raw ingredients and distillation technology 
significantly influenced western perfumery and scientific Islamic 
cultures contributed significantly in the development of 
western perfumery in both perfecting the extraction of fragrances 
through steam distillation and introducing new, raw ingredients. Both 
of the raw ingredients and distillation technology significantly 
influenced western perfumery and scientific developments, 
particularly chemistry.

As traders, Islamic cultures such as the Arabs and Persians had 
wider access to different spices, herbals, and other fragrance 
material. In addition to trading them, many of these exotic materials 
were cultivated by the Muslims such that they can be successfully 
grown outside of their native climates. Two examples of this include 
jasmine, which is native to South and Southeast Asia, and various 
citrus, which are native to East Asia. Both of these ingredients are 
still highly important in modern perfumery.



• The Crusaders brought alcohol-based perfumes back 
to Europe from the Middle East in the 13th Century. The 
first modern perfume, made of scented oils blended in an 
alcohol solution, was made in 1370 at the command 
of Queen Elizabeth of Hungary and was known 
throughout Europe as Hungary Water. France quickly 
became the European center of perfume and cosmetic 
manufacture, cultivating vast amounts of flowers for their 
essence. By the 18th century, aromatic plants were 
being specifically grown in the Grasse region 
of France to provide the growing perfume industry with 
raw materials.



Lipstick
• Lipstick is known to have been used around 

5000 years ago in ancient Babylon, when 
semi-precious jewels were crushed and applied 
to the lips and occasionally around the 
eyes. Ancient Egyptians extracted purplish-red 
dye from fucus-algin, 0.01% iodine, and 
somebromine mannite, which resulted in serious 
illness. Cleopatra had her lipstick made from 
crushed carmine beetles, which gave a deep red 
pigment, and ants for a base



The red color of modern lipstick can come from synthetically derived 
pure iron oxide (common iron rust), however most leading brands use 
the more economical synthetic colors. In the United States, every batch 
of synthetic dye and pigment must have a sample sent to the US FDA 
for testing and certification that the batch is pure and its contaminants 
are below the levels specified by law. Synthetic colors are listed in the 
ingredients as a code (e.g.: F &D red no 6) and may contain up to 10 
parts per million of lead / 3 parts per million of arsenic. There is some 
controversy over the presence of these trace ingredients, especially 
since makeup worn on the lips is not just absorbed through the skin, 
but also swallowed with drinking and eating. Since lowering these 
levels would make the production and sale of practically all lipstick 
illegal, and since the FDA has determined that the existing levels are 
safe, the cosmetic industry continues to produce and sell lipstick.





Potential dangers
The search for new ingredients and products often 

brings controversy, typically over ingredients whose 
function is unproven or disputed.

There are few potential dangers regarding the use of 
cosmetics. One such danger is the use of old mascara. 
Some mascaras contain an ingredient that breaks down to 
produce formaldehyde. The formaldehyde prevents the 
growth of bacteria. Aged mascara, however, may no longer 
be producing formaldehyde, allowing bacteria to proliferate. 
For this reason, it is often recommended to replace a tube 
of mascara every few months.



In one well-known case, Buddy 
Ebsen was originally cast as the "Tin Man" 
in the The Wizard of Oz. Aluminium dust 
was used to create a tin effect. As the result 
of an allergic reaction, he was hospitalized 
and Jack Haley replaced him. Aluminium 
dust was, instead, added to a paste.


